The Role of Buoy and Argo Observations in Two SST Analyses in the Global and Tropical Pacific Oceans
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ABSTRACT

The relative roles of buoy and Argo observations in two sea surface temperature (SST) analyses are studied in the global ocean and tropical Pacific Ocean over 2000–16 using monthly Extended Reconstructed SST version 5 (ERSSTv5) and Daily Optimum Interpolation SST version 2 (DOISST). Experiments show an overall higher impact by buoys than Argo floats over the global oceans and an increasing impact by Argo floats. The impact by Argo floats is generally larger in the Southern Hemisphere than in the Northern Hemisphere. The impact on trends and anomalies of globally averaged SST by either one is small when the other is used. The warming trend over 2000–16 remains significant by including either buoys or Argo floats or both. In the tropical Pacific, the impact by buoys was large over 2000–05 when the number of Argo floats was low, and became smaller over 2010–16 when the number and area coverage of Argo floats increased. The magnitude of El Niño and La Niña events decreases when the observations from buoys, Argo floats, or both are excluded. The impact by the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) and Triangle Trans-Ocean Buoy Network (TRITON) is small in normal years and during El Niño events. The impact by TAO/TRITON buoys on La Niña events is small when Argo floats are included in the analysis systems, and large when Argo floats are not included. The reason for the different impact on El Niño and La Niña events is that the drifting buoys are more dispersed from the equatorial Pacific region by stronger trade winds during La Niña events.

1. Introduction

Ocean analyses, reanalyses, and predictions rely on the observations from a variety of platforms, including ships, drifting buoys, moored buoys, Argo floats (Argo 2018; Roemmich et al. 2001), and satellites. However, these observing systems changed a lot over time. For example, Argo observations have been increasing rapidly since 2000, whereas the observations from the Tropical Atmosphere–Ocean (TAO) and Triangle Trans-Ocean Buoy Network (TRITON) in the tropical Pacific (McPhaden et al. 1998) decreased by 40% after 2011 due to vandalism and lack of maintenance resources (Teng et al. 2009; Tollefson 2014; Xue et al. 2017) but were partially recovered by restored maintenance after 2014 (Figs. 1d and 1e). Therefore, it is important to understand the impacts of the changes in these observing systems on ocean analyses and forecasts, which are commonly...
evaluated by data exclusion experiments when part of the data from those observing systems is withheld.

Most of the past evaluations have focused on the role of Argo floats and TAO/TRITON in the thermocline temperature and salinity in ocean reanalysis studies (e.g., Balmaseda et al. 2007; Oke and Schiller 2007; Huang et al. 2008; Xue et al. 2017; Gasparin et al. 2015; Fujii et al. 2015). These studies indicated that the ocean reanalyses are impacted more by Argo observations than by TAO/TRITON observations, and both Argo and TAO/TRITON can improve the hindcasts for thermocline temperature and sea surface temperature (SST) at FIG. 1. (a) Numbers of SST observations (log10 scale) from ships (solid black), buoys (solid red), and Argo floats (solid green). (b) Area coverages of SST observations from ships (solid black), buoys (solid red), and Argo floats (solid green). (c) Area coverages of SST observations from ships (solid black); ships and buoys (solid red); ships, and Argo floats (solid green); and ships, buoys, and Argo floats (solid purple) in global oceans. (d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), respectively, but for the tropical Pacific (8°S–8°N, 120°E–70°W). The dotted line represents the TAO/TRITON in (d) and (e) and represents the coverage without TAO/TRITON in (f). The numbers and coverages are based on monthly 2° × 2° data, and a 12-month running filter is applied in plotting.
1–15-month lead time (Fujii et al. 2015). In particular, prediction for El Niño and Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in the tropical Pacific may potentially deteriorate due to reduced TAO/TRITON observations (Ji and Leetmaa 1997; Xue et al. 2017).

Among those studies, the impact of observations on SST analysis is less studied. The SST analysis critically depends on the number and area coverage of the observations near the ocean surface. Note that the area coverage of observations depends on the number of observations and the spatial resolution of an analysis, which is calculated as follows in this paper: 1) observations are gridded into 2° × 2° boxes, 2) the area where a 2° × 2° box contains observations is calculated, 3) the total ocean area without observations is calculated, and 4) the ratio of the areas in steps 2 and 3 is defined as the area coverage in the global ocean or tropical Pacific.

The depth of in situ SST observations varies from drifting buoys (0.2–0.3 m), moored buoys (0.5–3 m), and ship buckets, engine room intakes (ERIs), and hull contact sensors including thermostalinographs (TSGs) (1–10 m) (Reynolds et al. 2002; Lumpkin and Pazos 2007; Barale et al. 2010, 237–238; Matthews 2013). These ship and buoy observations from the world’s oceans are collected and published in near–real time (Freeman et al. 2017) and widely used in SST analyses (Rayner et al. 2003; Ishii et al. 2005; Reynolds et al. 2007; Smith et al. 2008; Kennedy et al. 2011a,b; Huang et al. 2015a, 2017). Most recently, the near-surface (0–5-m depth) observations from Argo floats have been used in an SST analysis (Huang et al. 2017). These observations are usually processed into monthly or daily products due to their sparseness in spatial and temporal distributions. Therefore, the information of SST diurnal variability cannot be resolved, although the original observations do contain SST diurnal variation.

The number of ship observations from buckets and ERIs over the global oceans increased gradually from 10⁷ month⁻¹ in the 1860s to 10⁸ month⁻¹ in the 1980s, decreased slightly in the 1990s (Huang et al. 2017), and remained steady over the 2000s to 2010s (Fig. 1a; solid black). The number of buoy observations from drifters and moorings increased rapidly from 10⁴ month⁻¹ in the 1980s to 10⁶ month⁻¹ in the 2010s. The number of Argo observations increased quickly from 10⁶ month⁻¹ in the 2000s to 10⁸ month⁻¹ in the 2010s (Fig. 1a; solid green). The area coverage of the in situ SST observations from ships, buoys, and Argo floats in the global oceans was approximately 10% in the 1860s, increased to approximately 70% in the 1980s (Huang et al. 2017), and remained at 65%–75% over the 2000s and 2010s (Fig. 1c; solid purple). Studies indicate that these increases in the number and coverage of observations have enhanced the reliability of the SST analyses in the modern periods since the 1980s (Kennedy et al. 2011a,b; Hirahara et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2015a).

The high number and coverage of the in situ SST observations in the recent decades (the 2000s and 2010s) are attributed to the increasing observations from Argo floats and buoys (Figs. 1a and 1b; solid green and solid red). The coverage of Argo SST increased from nearly zero in the early 2000s to approximately 30% in the 2010s, and the coverage of buoy SSTs increased from approximately 20% in the early 2000s to approximately 35% after the later 2000s (Fig. 1b; solid green and solid red). In contrast to the increase of Argo and buoy coverages, the ship SST coverage decreased from 60% in the early 2000s down to 50% in the 2010s (Fig. 1b; solid black), although the number of ship observations remained steady (Fig. 1a; solid black).

The changes in the partition and configuration of ship, buoy, and Argo observations may affect the global SST analyses including the climatology and trends, which are an important aspect for monitoring and assessment of the global ocean climate and climate change. The ship SST observations frequently took place along commercial shipping lanes and therefore the data coverage was lower in the central tropical Pacific (cf. Figs. 1b and 1c; solid black), the northern North Atlantic, the Arctic, and the Southern Ocean. In contrast, the SST observations from drifting buoys and Argo floats in the modern period after 2000 were relatively uniformly distributed over the global oceans and had a better coverage in the central tropical Pacific (cf. Figs. 1b and 1c; solid red and solid green), the northern North Atlantic, and the Southern Ocean. In particular, the coverage of SST observations has been greatly improved by Argo floats and drifting buoys in the Southern Ocean in the past decades. However, it has not been clear how these changes in the observation coverage by different platforms affect the existing global and regional SST analyses. These are studied in this paper using two widely used SST analyses.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Two SST analysis systems, designed experiments, and evaluation datasets are described in section 2. The roles of buoy and Argo observations in the Extended Reconstructed SST version 5 (ERSSTv5; Huang et al. 2017) over 2000–16 are assessed in section 3. The role of the TAO and TRITON moorings in the tropical Pacific (8°S–8°N, 120°E–70°W) is assessed using the monthly ERSSTv5 in section 4 and the daily Optimum Interpolation SST (OISST) (Reynolds et al. 2007) in section 5. Section 6 includes a summary and conclusions. Note that “ship” observations in this study represent the measurements from buckets, ERIs,
functions (EOTs) (van den Dool et al. 2000; Smith et al. 2008). For a maximum of 140 leading empirical orthogonal teleconnection (EOTs) (van den Dool et al. 2000; Smith et al. 2008). The appendix provides the details in ERSSTv5 reconstruction, and more details can be found in Huang et al. (2015a). As indicated in Huang et al. (2017, 2018), the spatial variabilities of SST become more realistic in ERSSTv5 than its previous versions in both the tropical and midlatitude oceans.

2. SST analysis systems, experiment design, and evaluation datasets

a. Monthly ERSSTv5

The monthly ERSSTv5 (Huang et al. 2017) is used to assess the role of buoy (drifters and moorings including TAO/TRITON) and Argo observations. The details of ERSSTv5 are described in Huang et al. (2017) and the following is a brief summary: ERSSTv5 provides a monthly 2° × 2° SST analysis from 1854 to the present (the data between 2000 and 2016 are used in this study). ERSSTv5 uses ship, buoy, and Argo observations. The ship and buoy observations are from the International Comprehensive Ocean–Atmosphere Dataset (ICOADS) Release 3 (Freeman et al. 2017). The Argo observations of 0–5-m depth are retrieved from the Global Data Assembly Centre (GDAC; http://www.seanoe.org/data/00311/42182).

By taking the advantage of accurate buoy SSTs after the 1980s, the biases of ship SSTs after 1985 are corrected according to buoy observations, which enable the ERSSTv5 system to produce operational data without depending on the nighttime marine air temperature (NMAT; Rayner et al. 2003). The biases of ship SSTs between 1854 and 1985 are estimated as follows: 1) The biases of ship SSTs from 1854 to 2014 are calculated according to the NMAT. 2) The biases of ship SSTs derived from the NMAT from 1990 to 2010 are compared with those derived from buoy SSTs, and a near-constant offset of 0.077°C is identified. 3) The biases of ship SSTs derived from the NMAT between 1854 and 1985 are adjusted by subtracting 0.077°C. 4) The adjusted biases over 1854–1985 are finally applied to the ship SSTs in ERSSTv5. The adjustment of the ship SST biases enables the consistent bias corrections of ship SSTs derived from the NMAT and buoy SSTs between 1990 and 2010. To maintain the same baseline from buoy SSTs as described above, the Argo SSTs are adjusted according to a mean difference of 0.03°C between buoy and Argo observations from 2000 to 2014. These adjustments applied to ship and Argo SSTs are intended to homogenize the observations from different types of instruments to represent the temperature at a nominal depth of 0.2 m.

The bias-corrected SSTs were then fitted to a maximum of 140 leading empirical orthogonal teleconnection functions (EOTs) (van den Dool et al. 2000; Smith et al. 2008). The appendix provides the details in ERSSTv5 reconstruction, and more details can be found in Huang et al. (2015a). As indicated in Huang et al. (2017, 2018), the spatial variabilities of SST become more realistic in ERSSTv5 than its previous versions in both the tropical and midlatitude oceans.

b. Daily OISST

To ensure the conclusions based on ERSSTv5 experiments, the daily OISST (DOISST) (Reynolds et al. 2007) is used to reassess the role of TAO, buoy (both drifters and moorings including TAO/TRITON), and Argo observations. One major difference between DOISST and ERSSTv5 is that DOISST has a finer resolution of daily 0.25° × 0.25° and does not include Argo observations. Another major difference is that DOISST includes satellite AVHRR observations while ERSSTv5 does not.

The AVHRR observations provide a near-global coverage, but AVHRR-derived SSTs may contain systematic biases. The AVHRR SSTs are retrieved from the radiances measured in various wavelengths. The infrared instrument of AVHRR can only penetrate the top millimeters of the sea surface. Therefore, the AVHRR SSTs represent the skin temperature of the sea surface water, tend to be more variable and sensitive to diurnal heating, and may be different from the in situ SSTs measured by thermometers at a nominal depth of 0.2 m. In addition, the AVHRR SSTs may be contaminated by clouds and continental aerosols and therefore exhibit systematic biases (Huang et al. 2015b).

The biases of AVHRR SSTs are corrected according to the available in situ observations from ships and buoys, after the biases of ship SSTs are corrected by subtracting 0.14°C from ship SSTs (Reynolds et al. 2007). The bias correction of AVHRR SSTs enables the AVHRR SSTs to be consistent with in situ observations. Therefore, the inclusion or exclusion of in situ observations from DOISST can impact the DOISST in the following two ways: 1) to directly change the number and spatial coverage of in situ SSTs in the same way as in ERSSTv5, and 2) to indirectly change the AVHRR SSTs by different bias corrections applied to AVHRR SSTs.

The daily biases of AVHRR SSTs (say 10 July 2017) are calculated as follows: First, the daily AVHRR and in situ SSTs are bin-averaged to a 2° × 2° grid box. Second, the difference between AVHRR and in situ SSTs are calculated within a 15-day running window (say 3–17 July 2017), which is defined as AVHRR biases. Finally, the daily biases on 2° × 2° grids are interpolated to 0.25° × 0.25° grids and applied to AVHRR SST [see more details in Reynolds et al. (2007) and Huang et al. (2015b)]. By adjusting the biases of AVHRR SSTs, the DOISST represents the SSTs at a nominal depth of 0.2 m.
DOISST provides a daily analysis from September 1981 to the present (the data between 2000 and 2016 are used in this study). The daily 0.25° × 0.25° data are averaged to monthly 2° × 2° for the purpose of comparisons. The DOISST uses ship and buoy observations from an earlier version ICOADS Release 2.5 from September 1981 to December 2006 (Woodruff et al. 2011), and ship and buoy observations from the Global Teleconnection System after 2006.

c. Experiment design

To assess the individual role of buoy and Argo observations in the global SST analyses of ERSSTv5 in the recent decades, the following data exclusion experiments (Table 1) are designed by ingesting different combinations of observations with no drifting or moored buoys (nBUOY), no Argo floats (nARG), and both no buoys and no Argo floats (nBUOYnARG) in the global oceans. To assess the individual role of TAO/TRITON, buoy (both drifters and moorings), and Argo observations in the tropical Pacific, additional analysis experiments (Table 1) are designed by ingesting observations with no TAO/TRITON (nTAO), no drifting or moored buoys (nBUOY8), no Argo floats (nARG8), and both no buoys and no Argo floats (nBUOY8nARG8) in the tropical Pacific (8°S–8°N, 120°E–70°W).

Similarly, DOISST (Reynolds et al. 2007) and its associated nTAO and nBUOY8 experiments (Table 2) are designed to compare the impacts of TAO/TRITON on the tropical Pacific. To assess the role of Argo in DOISST, an experimental DOISST is designed with Argo observations included (DOISSTwARG). The role of TAO/TRITON and buoy observations in the tropical Pacific is then reassessed in the experiments nTAOwARG and nBUOY8wARG by withholding TAO and buoy observations in the tropical Pacific (Table 2). It should be noted that all DOISST experiments are conducted at the native daily 0.25° × 0.25° grids. The outputs of these experiments are later box-averaged into monthly 2° × 2° to compare with those of ERSSTv5 and its experiments.

d. Evaluation datasets

Monthly ERSSTv5, DOISST, and their associated experiments are used to assess the impacts of TAO/TRITON, buoy, and Argo observations on the global SST and ENSO events in the tropical Pacific. The quality of ERSSTv5, DOISST, and their associated experiments is assessed by root-mean-square difference (RMSD) against TAO/TRITON SSTs and independent European Space Agency (ESA) Climate Change Initiative (CCI) SST version 1.2 (Merchant et al. 2014).

The daily SSTs from TAO/TRITON moorings are downloaded from the Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory (PMEL; http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/gtmba) and processed into monthly averages for the comparison purpose. The CCI SST is a daily 0.05° × 0.05° product from September 1991 to December 2015, which is derived from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and Along-track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR). The derivation of CCI SST uses a reduced-state-vector optimal estimation algorithm, which does not require the calibrations from in situ observations and can represent the water temperature at 0.2-m depth (Merchant et al. 2012). However, the ocean reanalysis data are used as a background field in the absence of observations. Therefore, CCI SST is thought to be almost independent from in situ observations. The CCI SST is averaged to monthly 2° × 2° grids and compared with those experiments in section 3.

| Table 1: Monthly ERSSTv5 (v5) and its experiments. |
|-----------------|----------------------|
| Experiment      | Description          |
| ERSSTv5         | Operational ERSSTv5  |
| nBUOY           | As in v5, but excluding all drifting and moored buoy SSTs in global oceans |
| nARG            | As in v5, but excluding all Argo SSTs in global oceans |
| nBUOYnARG       | As in v5, but excluding all buoy and Argo SSTs in global oceans |
| nTAO            | As in v5, but excluding TAO/TRITON mooring SSTs in 8°S–8°N, 120°E–70°W |
| nBUOY8          | As in v5, but excluding TAO/TRITON SSTs in 8°S–8°N, 120°E–70°W |
| nARG8           | As in v5, but excluding Argo SSTs in 8°S–8°N, 120°E–70°W |
| nBUOY8nARG8     | As in v5, but excluding buoy and Argo SSTs in 8°S–8°N, 120°E–70°W |
| ERSSTv5nARG     | As in v5, but excluding Argo (same as nARG) |
| nTAOnARG        | As in ERSSTv5nARG, but excluding TAO/TRITON mooring SSTs in 8°S–8°N, 120°E–70°W |
| nBUOY8nARG      | As in ERSSTv5nARG, but excluding buoy (as well as TAO/TRITON) SSTs in 8°S–8°N, 120°E–70°W |

3. Impacts of buoy and Argo data on global SST in monthly ERSSTv5

a. SST trends

To assess the impacts of buoy and Argo observations on monthly ERSSTv5 (or v5 for simplicity), the globally and annually averaged SSTAs (referenced to 1971–2000 averaged climatology) are calculated in v5, nBUOY, nARG, and nBUOYnARG (Table 1). These experiments show
that the globally averaged SSTAs are very close in v5 and nBUOY. The exception is that the SSTA is slightly higher in nBUOY than in v5 in 2002–05 (Fig. 2a; dotted red and solid black). The similar SSTAs in v5 and nBUOY suggest that the impact of excluding buoy observations is small due to including Argo observations. The reason for the small impact is that the coverage of ship + Argo observations is reasonably high (approximately 60%), although it is 5%–10% lower than that of ship + buoy + Argo observations (Fig. 1c; solid green and solid purple). Likewise, the globally averaged SSTAs are almost same in v5 and nARG (Fig. 2a; solid black and dotted green), indicating that the impact of excluding Argo observations is small and overwhelmed by including the buoy observations over the global oceans. The reason for the small impact of Argo observations is that the coverage of ship + buoy observations remains high (60%–70%) and is close to that of ship + buoy + Argo observations (65%–75%) (Fig. 1c; solid red and solid purple). However, when both Argo and buoy observations are excluded, the SSTA in nBUOYnARG (Fig. 2a; dotted black) clearly differs from v5 in 2001–05, 2007–08, 2010–13, and 2015–16, which is consistent with a large difference of coverages (5%–25%) between ship alone and ship + buoy + Argo observations (Fig. 1c; solid black and solid purple).

The changes in those observations can affect the SSTA trends over 2000–16. The linear trends of annually and globally averaged SSTAs are 0.151 \pm 0.103 \, ^\circ C \, \text{decade}^{-1} in v5, 0.142 \pm 0.108 \, ^\circ C \, \text{decade}^{-1} in nBUOY, 0.149 \pm 0.102 \, ^\circ C \, \text{decade}^{-1} in nARG, and 0.149 \pm 0.095 \, ^\circ C \, \text{decade}^{-1} in nBUOYnARG (Table 3; second row), respectively. These results suggest that the global SSTA trends are statistically significant (at 95% confidence level) not only in v5 but also in nBUOY, nARG, and nBUOYnARG when observations are reduced. The trend of global SSTA is robust even when both buoy and Argo observations are excluded in nBUOYnARG. However, the trend difference between v5 and nBUOYnARG is notable. The inclusion of buoy and Argo observations to a certain extent increases the positive trend of the global mean SST during the recent 17-yr period, in addition to the influence of the strong El Niño event of 2015/16 (Huang et al. 2016). Qualitatively, the warming trend of global SSTA in the recent 15–17 years (Karl et al. 2015; Hausfather et al. 2017; Huang et al. 2017) may not be associated with the increasing buoy and/or Argo observations.

The small impact of the individual type of buoy or Argo observations on globally averaged SSTA trends can be seen from the small trends of global SST differences between nBUOY and v5 (nBUOY – v5) and between nARG and v5 (nARG – v5). Calculations show that the trends of nBUOY – v5 (–0.009 \pm 0.010 \, ^\circ C \, \text{decade}^{-1}) and nARG – v5 (–0.002 \pm 0.003 \, ^\circ C \, \text{decade}^{-1}) are not much significantly different from zero at 95% confidence level, indicating that the individual impact of buoy or Argo observations on globally averaged SSTA trend is statistically not significant. However, the global SSTA trend in nBUOYnARG (0.114 \pm 0.080 \, ^\circ C \, \text{decade}^{-1}) may be
Table 3. Linear trends (°C decade⁻¹) of annually averaged SST over 2000–16 in monthly ERSSTv5, nBUOY, nARG, and nBUOYnARG. The uncertainty at the 95% confidence level is estimated by accounting for the first-order autoregressive effect on the degrees of freedom of the annually averaged SST series (von Storch and Zwiers 1999). The effective number of data length N is reduced according to N_e = N/(1 + 2δ), where S = [(N - 1)/N]C and C is the lag-1 autocorrelation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ERSSTv5</th>
<th>nBUOY</th>
<th>nARG</th>
<th>nBUOYnARG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90°S–90°N</td>
<td>0.151 ± 0.103</td>
<td>0.142 ± 0.108</td>
<td>0.149 ± 0.102</td>
<td>0.114 ± 0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60°–90°N</td>
<td>0.275 ± 0.092</td>
<td>0.277 ± 0.093</td>
<td>0.296 ± 0.101</td>
<td>0.292 ± 0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40°–60°N</td>
<td>0.240 ± 0.133</td>
<td>0.249 ± 0.139</td>
<td>0.244 ± 0.126</td>
<td>0.260 ± 0.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°–40°N</td>
<td>0.188 ± 0.140</td>
<td>0.212 ± 0.135</td>
<td>0.183 ± 0.141</td>
<td>0.201 ± 0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°–20°N</td>
<td>0.199 ± 0.196</td>
<td>0.193 ± 0.201</td>
<td>0.199 ± 0.196</td>
<td>0.170 ± 0.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40°–20°S</td>
<td>0.109 ± 0.062</td>
<td>0.074 ± 0.070</td>
<td>0.090 ± 0.063</td>
<td>−0.038 ± 0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90°S–40°S</td>
<td>0.019 ± 0.059</td>
<td>−0.003 ± 0.059</td>
<td>0.022 ± 0.062</td>
<td>−0.010 ± 0.064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Linear trends (°C decade⁻¹) of annually averaged SST over 2000–16 in monthly ERSSTv5, nBUOY, nARG, and nBUOYnARG. The uncertainty at the 95% confidence level is estimated by accounting for the first-order autoregressive effect on the degrees of freedom of the annually averaged SST series (von Storch and Zwiers 1999). The effective number of data length N is reduced according to N_e = N/(1 + 2δ), where S = [(N - 1)/N]C and C is the lag-1 autocorrelation.

Significantly lower than v5 (0.151° ± 0.086°C decade⁻¹) because the trend of their SSTA difference of nBUOYnARG-v5 (−0.037° ± 0.036°C decade⁻¹) appears significant at 95% confidence level. The significant difference between the trends of nBUOYnARG and v5 suggests an important impact of combined buoy and Argo observations on globally averaged SSTA trend, although their individual impact is small. The joined impact leads to a higher positive trend of global SST in the v5 data series, or a lower warming trend if both buoy and Argo observations are excluded over the recent 17-yr analysis.

Despite the robustness of the warming trend in the globally averaged SSTA, the warming trend of regional SSTAs may be sensitive to the availability of observations (Table 3). In the South Hemisphere oceans, the SSTA trend decreases when buoy or/and Argo observations are excluded in the analyses. For example, in 40°–20°S (Table 2; seventh row), the trends of the SSTA differences relative to v5 are −0.036° ± 0.028°, −0.019° ± 0.013°, and −0.147° ± 0.091°C decade⁻¹ in nBUOY-v5, nARG-v5, and nBUOYnARG-v5, respectively. Since these reductions in SST trends are statistically different from zero, they suggest a significant impact of Argo and buoy observations on the warming trend of the South Hemisphere oceans in the most recent 17 years. They also suggest that the significant trend difference between v5 and nBUOYnARG may mainly result from the expansion of the buoy or/and Argo observations from tropical to mid- and high-latitude Southern Ocean during the last 17 years.

b. SST RMSD relative to ERSSTv5

To assess the individual impact of buoy and Argo observations on monthly ERSSTv5 analysis, the RMSD relative to the ERSSTv5 (as the control run) is calculated over the global oceans over 2000–16 for the nBUOY, nARG, and nBUOYnARG experiments. The calculation shows that, for the nBUOY case, the RMSD decreases slightly from 0.20°C over 2000–05 to 0.15°C over 2005–16 (Fig. 2b; dotted red). For the nARG case, the RMSD increases from near zero in 2000 to approximately 0.10°C in 2016 (Fig. 2b; dotted green). These changes in RMSDs in both nBUOY and nARG are clearly associated with the increasing Argo observations after 2005 (Figs. 1a and 1b; solid green), indicating an increasing impact of Argo floats to ERSSTv5 analysis. Overall, the RMSD is higher in nBUOY than in nARG over 2000–10, which is associated with the fact that the number and coverage of observations from buoys are higher than those from Argo floats (Figs. 1a and 1b; solid red and solid green). The higher RMSD in nBUOY indicates a larger impact of buoy than Argo observations.

The RMSDs in nBUOY and nARG are comparable after 2010 due to the comparable coverages of ship + Argo and ship + buoy observations (Fig. 1c; solid green and solid red), indicating that Argo observations become as important as buoy observations after 2010. In contrast, when the observations from both Argo floats and buoys are excluded, the RMSD increases from approximately 0.20°C in 2000 to 0.35°C in 2016 (Fig. 2b; dotted black) due to a large decrease of observation coverage (Fig. 1c; solid black), indicating an important role of joined observations from buoys and Argo floats.

The higher impact of buoy observations can be seen from the RMSD of nBUOY relative to ERSSTv5 (2000–16) over the global ocean (Fig. 3a), particularly in the northwestern North Pacific and North Atlantic, the equatorial eastern Pacific, the Southern Ocean between 30° and 60°S, and the Arctic along the continental coasts. The spatial distribution of the RMSD of nARG (Fig. 3b) is very similar to that of nBUOY. However, the magnitude of RMSD drops from 0.16°C in nBUOY to 0.07°C in nARG for the global average. In contrast, the RMSD of nBUOYnARG (Fig. 3c) increases to 0.26°C for the global average with a similar spatial distribution in nBUOY (Fig. 3a) or nARG (Fig. 3b).
Fig. 3. (left) RMSDs relative to ERSSTv5 in (a) nBUOY, (b) nARG, and (c) nBUOYnARG and (right) RMSDs relative to CCI in (d) ERSSTv5, (e) nBUOY, (f) nARG, and (g) nBUOYnARG. Contours are 0.05°C, 0.1°C, 0.2°C, 0.4°C, and 0.6°C in (a)–(c) and 0.4°C, 0.6°C, 0.8°C, 1.0°C, and 1.2°C in (d)–(g).
c. SST RMSD relative to satellite observations

The impact of observations on the v5-based experiments is further assessed by independent CCI observations that are considered as valuable as in situ observations (Huang et al. 2018). The RMSDs in v5 and nARG are approximately 0.5°C over 2000–15 (Fig. 2c; solid black and dotted green). The RMSD in nBUOY is approximately 0.5°C over 2000–03, and decreases to approximately 0.5°C over 2005–15 due to the increasing Argo observations (Fig. 2c; dotted red). In contrast, the RMSD in nBUOYnARG increases from approximately 0.5°C over 2000–03 to approximately 0.65°C over 2014–15 (Fig. 2c; dotted black) and differs slightly more from v5, nARG, and nBUOY over 2005–15 than over 2000–04. These comparisons to CCI observations indicate that the individual impact on SST analysis is relatively higher from buoy than from Argo observations, and that their individual impacts are much less than their joined impact.

Similar to those RMSDs relative to v5 in section 3b, the RMSDs relative to CCI between 2000 and 2010 are calculated. The RMSDs (Figs. 3d–g) are higher in the northwestern North Pacific and North Atlantic, the equatorial eastern Pacific, the Southern Ocean south of 30°S, and the Arctic along the continental coasts. However, RMSDs are very close among four experiments, and their globally averaged RMSDs are 0.46°, 0.47°, 0.48°, and 0.54°C in v5, nBUOY, nARG, and nBUOYnARG, respectively. The higher RMSD in nBUOYnARG is mostly attributed to the Southern Ocean where the observations from ships are very sparse when buoy and Argo observations are excluded. The similar RMSDs among v5, nBUOY, nARG, and nBUOYnARG suggest that all these experiments are realistic.

4. Impacts of TAO/TRITON on ENSO in monthly ERSSTv5

The role of TAO/TRITON observations in ENSO in the tropical Pacific is assessed based on monthly ERSSTv5 and DOISST analyses. The impact of TAO/TRITON is assessed by withholding TAO/TRITON observations while ship, drifting buoy, and Argo observations are included (sections 4a, 4b, 4c, and 5c). The assessment is repeated by withholding TAO/TRITON observations while only ship and drifting buoy are included in ERSSTv5 and DOISST (sections 4d, 5a, and 5b).

a. Niño-3.4 region (5°S–5°N, 120°E–170°W)

To assess the impact of TAO/TRITON, buoy (both drifters and moorings including TAO/TRITON), and Argo observations on ENSO activities in ERSSTv5-based analyses, Fig. 4a shows the averaged SSTA in Niño-3.4 region over 2000–16. The averaged Niño-3.4 in experiments nTAO, nBUOY8, nARG8, and nBUOY8-nARG8 is very close to that in v5. The exception is that the Niño-3.4 in nBUOY8nARG8 is approximately 0.5°C warmer than that in v5 in later 2010 to 2011, and approximately 0.5°C colder in 2015. In comparison with v5, the RMSD relative to v5 in Niño-3.4 region is less than 0.05°C in nTAO (Fig. 4b; dotted purple). The small RMSD suggests that the impact of TAO/TRITON observations on ERSSTv5 analysis is small, because the TAO/TRITON coverage is very small (approximately 10%) (Fig. 1e; dotted red) and the observations from ships, drifting buoys, and Argo floats (70%–80%) (Fig. 1f; dotted purple) have overwhelmed the TAO/TRITON observations.

When all buoy (both moored TAO/TRITON and drifting buoys) observations in the tropical Pacific are excluded in nBUOY8 (but Argo SSTs are included), the RMSD relative to v5 in Niño-3.4 region increases slightly to 0.1°–0.2°C over 2000–05, and drops down to less than 0.1°C after 2005 (Fig. 4b; dotted red) due to the increasing Argo observations (Fig. 1e; solid green). The small RMSD after 2005 indicates that the impact of excluding buoy observations is reduced by including Argo observations. When Argo observations are excluded in nARG8 (but the buoy observations are included), the RMSD increases from near 0°C in 2000 to 0.15°C after 2010 (Fig. 4b; dotted green). The increase of RMSD is clearly associated with the increasing Argo observations that are excluded in nARG8. Overall, the impact is larger from buoy than Argo observations over 2000–05, less from buoy than Argo observations over 2010–16, and nearly equal over 2005–10.

In contrast, when both buoy and Argo observations are excluded in nBUOY8nARG8, the RMSD increases from 0.1°–0.2°C over 2000–05 to approximately 0.5°C over 2010–11 and 2015–16 (Fig. 4b; dotted black). The RMSD in nBUOY8nARG8 is much larger than the sum of those in nBUOY and nARG8, indicating that the impact of observation number and area coverage on ERSSTv5 analysis may not be linearly overlapped. These features of RMSDs in Niño-3.4 region represent how an SST analysis depends on observations in the tropical Pacific as indicated in Figs. 3a–c.

b. Tropical Pacific region (8°S–8°N, 120°E–70°W)

To assess the quality-dependence of ERSSTv5 analysis on TAO/TRITON, buoy, and Argo observations in the tropical Pacific (8°S–8°N, 120°E–70°W), RMSDs are calculated in comparisons with TAO/TRITON observations. Figure 4c shows that the RMSDs in v5, nTAO, nBUOY8, and nARG8 are very close. The exception is that the RMSDs are slightly higher in nTAO and nBUOY8 than in v5 over 2000–05 when the
number and coverage of Argo observations are low (Figs. 1d and 1e), and the RMSD is slightly higher in nARG8 than in v5 over 2010–16 when the number and coverage of Argo observations are high (Figs. 1d and 1e). In contrast, the RMSDs increase by 0.05–0.20°C in nBUOY8nARG8 over 2000–16 (Fig. 4c; dotted black), when both buoy and Argo observations are excluded. The similar features are found when SST analyses in v5, nTAO, nBUOY8, nARG8, and nBUOY8nARG8 are compared with independent SST observations from CCI over 2000–15 (Fig. 4d).

The above comparisons suggest that, when the recent observations from drifters, Argo floats, and ships are sustained, the impact of TAO/TRITON observations on the quality of monthly ERSSTv5 analysis is small. The reason for the small impact of TAO/TRITON is that the area coverage of TAO/TRITON observations (5%–10%; Fig. 1e; dotted red) is much smaller than that of other in situ observations (65%–75%). Note, however, that the number of the observations from TAO/TRITON is dominant and higher than those from ships and Argo floats (Fig. 1d), and TAO/TRITON’s impact on higher-frequency (higher than monthly discussed in this section) SST analyses may be important and not as small as in these monthly SST analyses here.

Overall, the impact of buoys is slightly larger than Argo floats in the tropical Pacific over 2000–05 when the number of Argo floats is lower, but becomes slightly smaller over 2010–16 when the number and area coverage of Argo floats are higher. These features are consistent with those in Niño-3.4 region discussed in section 4b.

c. An example of El Niño and La Niña

The impacts of TAO/TRITON, buoy, and Argo observations on the monthly ERSST analysis in the tropical Pacific can clearly be seen in the El Niño event in 2015. The SSTAs in monthly ERSSTv5 (v5; solid black), nTAO (dotted purple), nBUOY8 (dotted red), nARG8 (dotted green), and nBUOY8nARG8 (dotted black) in the Niño-3.4 region (5°S–5°N, 170°–120°W). Also shown are SST RMSDs in nTAO, nBUOY8, nARG8, and nBUOY8nARG8 relative to v5 in the Niño-3.4 region. Also shown are SST RMSDs in v5, nTAO, nBUOY8, nARG8, and nTAOnARG8 relative to (c) TAO/TRITON (indicated by “TAO”) and (d) CCI observations in the tropical Pacific (8°S–8°N, 120°E–70°W). Running filters of 5 months in (a) and 12 months in (b)–(d) are applied in plotting.
November 2015 (Fig. 5a) and La Niña event in January 2011 (Fig. 5f). Similar features are found but have not been discussed here for the El Niño event in January 2010 and La Niña event in January 2008. The 2014–16 El Niño event is one of the strongest events on record (Huang et al. 2016), and the 2010–12 La Niña event is one of the strongest La Niña events (Boening et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2013). Our experiments show that the impacts of excluding TAO/TRITON observations from these two events are very small (Figs. 5b and 5g), indicating that TAO/TRITON
observations are overwhelmed by other types of observations because of the low TAO/TRITON coverage at monthly time scale (Fig. 1e, dotted purple). It should be noted, however, that the impact of TAO/TRITON in the La Niña event in January 2011 is visible, albeit small (∆0.05°C; Fig. 5g); this is associated with a relatively lower coverage of drifting buoys and will be discussed further in sections 4d, 5a, and 5b.

When buoy (both drifters and moorings including TAO/TRITON; Figs. 5c and 5h) or Argo (Figs. 5d and 5i) observations are excluded in the tropical Pacific, the SSTA differences from v5 are small (0.1°–0.2°C). The similar magnitude of SSTA difference suggests that the impacts on these El Niño and La Niña events from buoy and Argo observations are nearly equal. When both buoy and Argo observations are excluded (Figs. 5e and 5j), however, the SSTA differences become large in the central (0.5°C) and eastern (0.2°C) tropical Pacific, indicating a large impact of joined buoy and Argo observations on ERSSTv5 analysis during ENSO events.

A common feature of these data exclusion experiments is that the strength of El Niño and La Niña weakens when parts of the observations from buoys or Argo floats are excluded. This strongly indicates the importance of both buoy and Argo observations in accurately representing the SST analyses associated with ENSO activities.

d. Influence of Argo observations on ENSO events

The discussion in previous section 4c shows that the impact of TAO/TRITON observations on ENSO in monthly ERSSTv5 is small in the tropical Pacific, because TAO/TRITON observations are overwhelmed by ship, drifting buoy, and Argo observations. One may ask whether the impact of TAO/TRITON becomes large when Argo observations are excluded as in monthly ERSSTv4 and daily DOISST. To test the influence of Argo observations, the analyses ERSSTv5, nTAO, and nBUOY8 are repeated in the experiments ERSSTv5nARG (same as nARG), nTAOnARG, and nBUOY8nARG, respectively (Table 1) by excluding Argo observations over the global oceans.

When Argo observations are excluded, the data coverage decreases by 10%–20% (Fig. 1f, solid red and solid purple) but remains reasonably high. Therefore, the SST does not change much in the tropical Pacific as discussed in section 4b. The SST in nARG without Argo observations is very close to that in the ERSSTv5 with Argo observations. For example, the spatial distributions of the El Niño event in November 2015 (Fig. 6a) and La Niña event in January 2011 (Fig. 6d) are very close to those with Argo observations (Figs. 5a and 5f), although the strengths (say, 3° and −1.5°C contour area) become slightly weaker.

When TAO/TRITON observations are further excluded, the SST change relative to nARG remains small in the El Niño event in November 2015 (Fig. 6b), which is ignorable in comparison with that when all buoy observations are excluded (Fig. 6c). In contrast, the SST changes by approximately ∆0.1°C in the La Niña event in January 2011 (Fig. 6e) when TAO/TRITON observations are excluded, which is almost half of that (Fig. 6f) when all buoy observations are excluded in the tropical Pacific. The increased impact of TAO/TRITON on the La Niña event suggests the importance of TAO/TRITON because of the low coverage of drifting buoy when Argo observations are not included. One may further ask why the impact of TAO/TRITON is ignorable for the El Niño events while it is not ignorable (although it is small) for the La Niña events. The reason for the different impacts of TAO/TRITON on El Niño and La Niña events is largely associated with the difference in the drifting buoy coverage in the tropical Pacific during these two events, as mentioned previously in section 4c. The coverage of drifting buoys is associated with the trade winds and related equatorial divergent Ekman flows that are strongly coupled with El Niño and La Niña activities, which will be discussed further in section 5b.

5. Impacts of TAO/TRITON on daily OISST

a. Impacts of TAO/TRITON on El Niño and La Niña events

The impacts of TAO/TRITON observations on the SST in the tropical Pacific, however, may vary in different analysis systems, because the number and area coverage vary at different time and spatial scales. Therefore, the DOISST and its associated experiments nTAO and nBUOY8 (Table 2) are analyzed here. The RMSE between nTAO and DOISST (Fig. 7; dotted red) is calculated in the Niño-4 region (5°S–5°N, 160°E–150°W). The selection of the Niño-4 region is to better quantify the impact of TAO/TRITON on DOISST, while the impact is relatively small in Niño-3.4 and Niño-3 regions and will be discussed later in this subsection. The calculation shows that the RMSE is generally less than 0.1°C, which looks consistent with that between monthly nTAO and ERSSTv5 (Fig. 4b; dotted purple). However, spikes of 0.2°–0.3°C in the RMSE between nTAO and DOISST are found at time periods in January 2008 and January 2011 (Fig. 7, dotted red) when two La Niña events reach their mature phases (Fig. 4a). The magnitude of these spikes is no longer small in comparison with that between nBUOY8 and DOISST (Fig. 7, solid green). These spikes suggest that the impact of TAO/TRITON is large on these two La Niña events but small on the
El Niño events of 2010 and 2015 and during the normal years in DOISST, which needs to be explained further. Studies have shown that the strength and spatial distribution of El Niño and La Niña events differ between monthly ERSSTv5 and daily DOISST (Huang et al. 2013, 2015b). The difference is largely associated with the algorithm in correcting the biases in AVHRR-derived SST within a 15-day window in DOISST. For example, the El Niño event in November 2015 (La Niña in January 2011) is slightly stronger (weaker) in DOISST (Figs. 8a and 8d) than in ERSSTv5 (Figs. 5a and 5f). The 3°C SSTA contour extends more westward in DOISST than ERSSTv5, and the −1°C SSTA contour in the La Niña in January 2011 extends less westward in DOISST than in ERSSTv5. Note that DOISST has resolutions of daily and 0.25° grid, while ERSSTv5 has resolutions of monthly and 2° grid. However, these differences should not affect our discussion on the relative impact of TAO/TRITON and buoy observations within DOISST system.

By excluding TAO/TRITON observations, the SST difference between nTAO and DOISST in the El Niño event in November 2015 is negligible (Fig. 8b) in comparison with that (−0.5°C) between nBUOY8 and DOISST (Fig. 8c) when buoy observations are excluded in the tropical Pacific. The negligible difference between
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**Fig. 6.** (a) SSTA in nARG and SSTA difference in (b) nTAOnARG and (c) nBUOY8nARG relative to nARG in November 2015. (d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), respectively, but for January 2011. Contour intervals are 0.5°C in (a) and (d), and contours are 0°, ±0.05°, ±0.1°, ±0.2°, and ±0.5°C in (b), (c), (e), and (f).

**Fig. 7.** RMSDs between daily nTAO and DOISST (dotted red) and between daily nBUOY8 and DOISST (solid green) in the Niño-4 region. A 5-month running filter is applied in plotting. January 2008 and 2011 are indicated by vertical dotted lines.
nTAO and DOISST indicates that the impact of TAO/TRITON on El Niño events is small in DOISST, which is consistent with that in ERSSTv5 (Fig. 5b). In contrast, the difference between nTAO and DOISST in the La Niña in January 2011 is as large as $10.5^\circ C$ (Fig. 8e), which is approximately half the difference of that between nBUOY8 and DOISST (Fig. 8f). The large difference between nTAO and DOISST indicates that the impact of TAO/TRITON on La Niña events is crucial in daily DOISST, and is more evident than that in monthly ERSSTv5 (Fig. 5g).

It should be noted that the SST differences by removing TAO stretch to 150°E near in DOISST experiments (Figs. 8e and 8f) but are confined mostly east of the date line in ERSSTv5 experiments (Figs. 6e and 6f). This explains why the larger impact is found in Niño-4 in DOISST and Niño-3.4 in ERSSTv5 experiments. In addition, these experiments clearly show that the strengths of El Niño and La Niña reduce when buoy or TAO/TRITON observations are excluded in the DOISST system, which is consistent with those discussed in the monthly ERSSTv5 system in section 4d.

b. Coverages of TAO/TRITON and drifting buoys

To detect why the impact of TAO/TRITON on La Niña events in DOISST is different from that in ERSSTv5, the daily area coverages of TAO/TRITON and drifting buoys are calculated (Fig. 9). The calculation of daily coverages uses the observations within a 15-day running window, since the biases of AVHRR SST are corrected within a 15-day window and DOISST is strongly dependent on the bias correction (Huang et al. 2013, 2015b). Figure 9 shows that the daily area coverage of TAO/TRITON (dotted red) is approximately 10% before 2012 and drops to approximately 5% over 2012–16, which is comparable with its monthly coverage (Fig. 1e; dotted red). The comparable area coverages of TAO/TRITON in daily and monthly time scales are
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**Fig. 8.** (a) SSTA in DOISST and SSTA difference in (b) nTAO and (c) nBUOY8 relative to DOISST in November 2015. (d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), respectively, but for SSTA in January 2011. Contour intervals are $0.5^\circ C$ in (a) and (d), and contours are $0^\circ$, $+0.05^\circ$, $+0.1^\circ$, $+0.2^\circ$, and $+0.5^\circ C$ in (b), (c), (e), and (f). The DOISST data are box-averaged to monthly $2^\circ \times 2^\circ$ values for the purpose of comparing with ERSSTv5.
attributed to the nature of moorings at fixed geographic locations; thus, spatial coverage is similar in daily and monthly frequencies. In contrast, the coverage of buoy observations is 5%–10% lower in daily DOISST (Fig. 9; solid red) than in monthly ERSSTv5 (Fig. 9; solid black).

The lower coverage of buoy observations in DOISST is associated with a lower coverage of drifting buoys, since the coverage of moored buoys from TAO/TRITON does not change much in DOISST and ERSSTv5. The lower coverage of drifting buoy is generally associated with a higher time resolution of one day in DOISST, since the total number of observations from drifting buoys is distributed among different days within a month. Note that the coverage is calculated within a 15-day window and therefore the coverage is reduced but not dramatically. Furthermore, the lower coverage of drifting buoy in DOISST is affected by the strength of the equatorial divergent flows driven by the trade winds. During El Niño events (e.g., January 2010 and November 2015), the trade winds and therefore the divergent flows become weaker (Philander 1990; Huang et al. 2012; L’Heureux et al. 2017), so the drifting buoys can stay in the tropical oceans for a longer period, and therefore the area coverage is higher (Fig. 9; solid green). During La Niña events (e.g., January 2008 and January 2011), in contrast, the trade winds and divergent flows become stronger; the drifting buoys can only stay in the tropical oceans for a shorter period, and therefore the area coverage of drifting buoy becomes lower (Fig. 9; solid green).

When the coverage of drifting buoys is so low that it is less than or comparable to the coverage of TAO/TRITON, the exclusion of TAO/TRITON can have a large impact on the SST analysis in the tropical Pacific. For example, the coverage of drifting buoys in the La Niña event in January 2011 is low and less than that of TAO/TRITON (Fig. 9; solid green and dotted red). Therefore, the impact of TAO/TRITON is large on daily DOISST (Fig. 8e). Similarly, a large impact of TAO/TRITON on the La Niña in January 2008 is found in daily DOISST, while the impact is small in monthly ERSSTv5.

In contrast, when the coverage of drifting buoys is high, the contribution of TAO/TRITON to the SST analysis becomes small in the tropical Pacific. For example, the coverage of drifting buoys in the El Niño event in November 2015 is much higher than that of TAO/TRITON (Fig. 9; solid green and dotted red). Therefore, the impact of TAO/TRITON on the El Niño event in November 2015 is negligible (Fig. 8b). Similarly, the impact of TAO/TRITON on the El Niño event in January 2010 is small.

c. Role of Argo observations in DOISST

Our experiments have shown that the impact of TAO/TRITON on the La Niña event in January 2011 is evident (Figs. 6e and 8e), when SSTs from Argo floats are not included in monthly ERSSTv5 and daily DOISST. In contrast, the impact of TAO/TRITON becomes very small (Fig. 5g) when SSTs from Argo floats are included in monthly ERSSTv5. To further verify the role of Argo in SST analysis, an additional set of DOISST experiments that include Argo observations (DOISSTwARG; Table 2) was designed.

These experiments show that the impact of TAO/TRITON on the La Niña event in January 2011 indeed becomes small in nTAO (Fig. 10e), when the SSTs from Argo floats are included. The impact remains small in nBUOY8 (Fig. 10f) due to the inclusion of Argo observations, even if all buoy observations in the tropical Pacific are excluded. Certainly, the impact of TAO/TRITON or all buoys on the El Niño event in November 2015 remains small (Figs. 10b and 10c) when SSTs from Argo floats are included. These results show an important role of Argo floats in realistically representing SSTs of ENSO events in both monthly ERSSTv5 and daily DOISST. When Argo observations are included in these two SST analyses, the impact of TAO/TRITON is very small during normal, El Niño, and La Niña years.

6. Summary and discussion

With the inclusion of ship observations, the relative roles of the recent observations from TAO/TRITON moored buoys, surface drifting buoys, and Argo floats in selected SST analyses are assessed by RMSDs using experiments of the monthly ERSSTv5 and daily DOISST.
in the period of 2000–16. The major differences between ERSSTv5 and DOISST are that 1) the time resolution is 1 month in ERSSTv5 but 1 day in DOISST, 2) Argo observations are included in ERSSTv5 but not in DOISST, and 3) AVHRR-derived SSTs are not included in ERSSTv5 but included in DOISST. The experiments show that both types of buoys and Argo floats contribute to these SST analyses over the global oceans. Overall, the impact is larger from buoys than from Argo floats over the global oceans over 2000–16. However, the relative impact of buoys decreases from the 2000s to the 2010s, and the impact of Argo floats increases due to the increasing number and area coverage from Argo floats. The magnitude of El Niño and La Niña decreases when the observations from buoys, Argo floats, or both are excluded, which indicates the importance of buoy and Argo observations in accurately representing ENSO events.

The role of TAO/TRITON observations in SST analyses depends on the availability of drifting buoy and Argo observations in the tropical Pacific. When observations from drifting buoys or Argo floats or both are included, TAO/TRITON observations are less important since the area coverage of TAO/TRITON is relatively low. Therefore, the impact of TAO/TRITON is very small during normal years and El Niño events. However, the impact of TAO/TRITON is evident
during La Niña events, particularly when Argo observations are not included in the analysis systems. The evident impact of TAO/TRITON on La Niña events is attributed to a lower coverage of drifting buoys, which is further attributed to the stronger trade winds and therefore stronger equatorial near-surface divergent flows to disperse the surface drifters.

The impact of TAO/TRITON on La Niña events becomes more evident in daily DOISST. There are two reasons for the large impact of TAO/TRITON on La Niña events in DOISST. One is that the area coverage of drifting buoys is lower at the daily time scale in DOISST than at the monthly time scale in ERSSTv5. The other is that Argo observations are not included in daily DOISST whereas they are included in monthly ERSSTv5, and therefore the area coverage of observations becomes more sensitive to TAO/TRITON in daily DOISST than in monthly ERSSTv5. When Argo observations are included in daily DOISST, the impact of TAO/TRITON becomes very small, which is consistent with the conclusion based on the experiments of monthly ERSSTv5.

It should be stressed that TAO/TRITON moorings were designed to continuously monitor the ENSO activities in the tropical Pacific. The small impact of TAO/TRITON on the monthly ERSSTv5 does not necessarily mean that TAO/TRITON’s impact on higher-frequency SST analyses/products and other meteorological variables is small. For example, the impact of TAO/TRITON on subsurface temperature and salinity is as large as Argo floats in some studies (Fujii et al. 2015; Xue et al. 2017). In the subsurface ocean, Argo floats only make profiling measurements when the floats rise to the surface to transmit data to satellites (nominally every 10 days). Therefore, the data coverage is relatively low and TAO/TRITON data become more important. It should be noted that the relative contributions of TAO/TRITON and Argo floats to SST and subsurface temperature predictions in the tropical Pacific at different time scales may vary in different forecasting systems (Ji and Leetmaa 1997; Fujii et al. 2015). It should also be noted that the analysis and results in this paper were based on the distributions of the past observations from ships, surface drifting buoys, moored buoys, and near-surface Argo floats. This paper’s analysis does not address the issues of optimal utilization of these ocean observing systems. Dedicated studies are needed to address that.

In conclusion, our experiments show that the observations from both buoys and Argo floats contributed to the studied SST analyses (ERSSTv5 and DOI SST) over the global ocean over 2000–16. Overall and with the use of ship observations, the impact was higher from buoys than from Argo floats, but the impact from Argo floats clearly increased over 2000–16. The individual impact of buoys or Argo floats on globally averaged SST was small, while their joined impact was notable and may require a cautious treatment in examining the long-term SST trends. In the tropical Pacific, the impact of buoys was larger than that of Argo floats over 2000–05, but became less than that of Argo floats over 2010–16. The impact of TAO/TRITON was small during normal years and El Niño events and was large during La Niña events when Argo observations are not included. However, the impact of TAO/TRITON became small when Argo observations were included in the analysis systems.
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APPENDIX

ERSSTv5 Reconstruction

ERSSTv5 SSTAs are reconstructed using EOTs (Smith et al. 2008). The EOTs are similar to empirical orthogonal functions except for being localized to a spatial scale of 5000 and 3000 km in longitude and latitude, respectively. The EOTs were trained by monthly, derived from weekly, OISST from 1982 to 2011:
\begin{equation}
R(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{140} f_i E_i(x),
\end{equation}

where \( R(x) \) is reconstructed SSTA, \( E_i(x) \) is the \( i \)th EOT, and \( f_i \) is the fitted reconstruction coefficient derived by minimizing the error variance over the global ocean domain \( x \):

\begin{equation}
\text{Error}^2 = \sum_x [O(x) - R(x)]^2 \delta_i w(N, e) \cos \phi_i,
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
w(N, e) = \frac{N_s + 6.8N_b}{N_s + 6.8N_b + e^2},
\end{equation}

where \( O(x) \) is SSTA superobservations that are averaged from available observations within a \( 2^\circ \times 2^\circ \) grid box. Also, \( \delta_i \) is 1 when an SSTA superobservation is valid, and 0 otherwise; \( \cos \phi_i \) is an area weighting function of latitude \( \phi_i \); \( N_s \) and \( N_b \) are the numbers of observations from ships and buoys within a grid box, respectively, and \( N = N_s + 6.8N_b \). The factor of 6.8 is determined by the ratio of error variances of ship and buoy observations (Reynolds and Smith 1994). The term \( e \) is an averaged error of ship (1.3°C) and buoy (0.5°C) SST observations weighted by their observation numbers (Reynolds et al. 2002). The EOT fitting coefficient \( f_i \) was calculated by solving linear equations using the lower-upper (LU) decomposition method (Press et al. 1992).

During the SSTA reconstruction, not all 140 EOTs were actually used in the reconstruction of any given monthly field. An EOT mode was accepted only if its variance ratio \( r_i \) is greater than an acceptance criterion value of 0.1. The variance ratio \( r_i \) was defined as a ratio of the effective variance and the total variance of that EOT mode:

\begin{equation}
r_i = \left[ \sum_x E_i^2(x) \delta_i \cos \phi_i \right] \left/ \sum_x E_i^2(x) \cos \phi_i \right. .
\end{equation}

The effective variance is calculated within the area of an EOT mode where superobservations are valid, while the total variance is calculated without considering superobservations. The acceptance criterion avoids undersampled EOTs being used in the reconstruction.
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